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Kingman is a small 
desert town on Route 
66, about a 90 minute 
drive from Las Vegas 
and 4 hours from 
Phoenix. 

Kingman Regional 
Medical Center is 
similar to  Jameson 
Community Health 
Center -- both are in 
small towns on the 
fringes of larger cities, 
and both serve a 
regional area that 
crosses a state 
border. 

KINGMAN STATS

- 235-beds 

- 1,800 employees

- 280 physicians and 
allied health 
professionals
 



KRMC has been live  on 
Centricity for 18 
months, in parallel with 
HIS (Health Information 
System). This was “post, 
post, post go-live.”  Our 
visit was the last of 
several trainings offered 
before the final cutover 
from HIS to WFM/UV. 

 

PEOPLE

Char Shelton: GE PO 
responsible for 
Kingman

Dianne Chace: GE PO 
shadowing Char

Chad Eschliman: GE 
Apps Trainer 

PACS Admin

Sysadmin

GE Sales Rep for 
Kingman

Other observers

TRAINING ROOM 

“COMMAND CENTER”

SETTING

We set up our 
command center in 
a large conference 
room near the 
cafeteria. We 
returned there to 
share insights and 
update each other 
on what we were 
learning. 

We spent most of 
our time in a 
closet-sized training 
room that had been 
set up with a 
WFM/UV login and 4 
diagnostic-quality 
monitors.



ENGAGEMENT STRUCTURE

 

First morning: We set up in this 
conference room. Char stayed 
there most of the time while 
Jenica, Dianne, Mary and I 
accompanied Chad to the 
training room → 

In the training room, we 
observed and took notes. 

After each session, we returned 
to our Command Center and 
shared feedback and findings 
with Char. 

She captured everything in a 
spreadsheet.  

Sometimes we went to different 
sites. This is the Mammo clinic on 
the campus. (We could have 
walked, but the Pacs Admin drove 
us there in a giant truck.) 



RAD TECHS



GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The vast majority of techs 
just used UV Study List. Most 
of the functionality they 
want to use is in UV. 

“We didn’t have good 
training. It was 
train-the-trainer, but they 
didn’t know a lot.”

MOST FREQUENT ISSUES

System Settings: Users 
were able to change study 
list preferences globally (as 
“Common”), because they’d 
accidentally been given privs 
to do so. Pacs/ Sysadmins 
set them incorrectly.

Image Manipulation: Techs 
complained that they can’t 
manipulate images that 
come in to UV in the wrong 
order. They can manipulate 
images in the PACs, but the 
presentation state isn’t 
saved.

 



TECH QUOTES

“Most of us techs work in the 
Vampire world.” 

“The first day I started a 
temp trained me.” 

“You see a lot of contingent 
people on the weekends. 
They’ve forgotten their 
passwords.”

“Docs have us type in capital 
letters [on the image] 
anything that’s meant for 
them to read.” 

“What happens if 
something’s already been 
read and I need to merge 
images? If we can’t merge, 
we have to fix it in the old 
PACS. When is the old PACS 
going away?” 

“We have to print this out for 
the OR.” 

 

“We are the last holdouts.” 

 



POSSIBLE OUTREACH 
FOR JAMESON

Pam Goetz, Rad Tech

“We all fought kicking and 
screaming. We liked HIS 
(Health Information 
System). This [UV] is 
better. It has been an 
upgrade. The SRPS do 
learn. The spine labeling is 
ten times better. Pushing 
the S button to sharpen in 
UV has been great. I really 
like the drag-and-drop.” 

ROLLOUT ADVICE FROM TECHS

Make sure there’s one-on-one expert 
training for all the staff. (They used a 
train-the-trainer model, and it hasn’t been 
great.) 

Don’t totally disregard the train-the-trainer 
model, though. Make sure you have people 
who aren’t leads who can be super users. 

Offer tech training in a classroom setting, 
open to everyone. Even if you have a QC 
person, you need to have some 
redundancy. 

 



RADS
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Dr. Brandt
 

“Take 
responsibility 

for your 
product!”

RAD ISSUES & GAPS

Rads overall had few 
complaints. Among their 
issues:

Managing 
Information-Overload in 
Patient History: WFM 
“OPENED” should be on by 
default in Patient History

Match between WFM and 
UV: Prior Indicators Dashed 
yellow line for priors in UV 
should match in WFM. 

Exam Statuses: Need more 
options for study status 
available in the worklists, 
rather than just STAT and 
Routine.

 





RECOMMENDATIONS & 
TAKEAWAYS FOR THE JAMESON 
ROLLOUT



Teaming Logistics

- Secure a central Command Center big enough for 
everyone in the group. 

- Use a central/master spreadsheet to capture findings. 
Designate someone to handle capture. Let everyone 
share feedback, round-robin, to increase learning 
across the team. 

- Share findings immediately, after every session. 

Personnel 

- One Rad Tech noted: “It’s key to have a sysadmin who 
is a good communicator and trainer.” 

 

JAMESON ROLLOUT RECOMMENDATIONS

Training Strategy

- Develop a standard training script that hits main 
points for different workflows. 

- Use a trainer who is familiar with the idiosyncrasies of 
the organization and can pivot from the standard 
script to handle any new issues. 

- Training can reinforce institutional best-practices.  
Example: Tech asked how to crop an image in UV. 
Chad: “You could do a workaround where you zoom 
and save presentation state, but that is not 
recommended.  It’s safer to do all your image 
manipulation in the modality.”  

- Cover more bases with diverse training options: 
- Train-the-trainer
- Classes with a professional trainer open to all 
- One-on-Ones with professional trainers
- Options and availability for weekend and 

temp staff 



TRAINING PATTERN

Chad used the same 
training script for 
every rad tech. 

He was familiar with 
their specific 
workflows and 
trained them in that 
context, but rarely 
deviated from his 
script. 

He frequently offered 
best-practice advice. 
Example: Tech asked 
how to crop an image 
in UV. Chad: “You 
could do a 
workaround where 
you zoom and save 
presentation state, 
but that is not 
recommended.  It’s 
safer to do all your 
image manipulation 
in the modality.”  

 

TRAINER REQUESTS

Functionality 
Matrix:  A table 
showing what’s 
available, in which 
release. 

Formalized Trainer 
Feedback Sessions: 
“We should have a 
slot on the calendar - 
let’s pull the apps 
person off the road 
for a week to get their 
feedback and walk 
through a training.” 

 



FEEDBACK SPREADSHEET


